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ABSTRACT: 

CORDIC or CO-ordinate Rotation Digital Computer is 
a fast, simple, efficient and powerful algorithm used for 
diverse Digital Signal Processing applications. Primarily 
developed for real-time airborne computations, it uses a 
unique computing technique [7] which is especially suit-
able for solving the trigonometric relationships involved 
in plane co-ordinate rotation and conversion from rectan-
gular to polar form. 

It comprises a special serial arithmetic unit having three 
shift registers, three adders/subtractors, Look-Up table 
and special interconnections.Proposed methodology was 
compared with the actual value stotest for consistency and 
the percentage of accuracy was established.Power con-
sumption and FPGA resourceutilizationwere observed.
The results obtained were discussed.

I.INTRODUCTION:

The FPGA platform is much better choice for CORDIC 
algorithm implementation since it combines the flexibil-
ity of microprocessors as well as the speed and computa-
tional power of ASICs. The CORDIC (Coordinate Rota-
tion Digital Computer) algorithm uses planar rotation and 
vectoring to compute elementary trigonometric functions 
when assigned with proper initial conditions. It is one of 
the iterative algorithm explored by Jack E. Volder [1] and 
later clearly refined by Walther [2] and others. CORDIC 
algorithm is very popular since it uses only shifts and 
adds to perform number of functions including certain 
trigonometric, vector rotations, hyperbolic, logarithmic 
functions. In communication applications it is widely 
used to implement universal modulator [3], demodulator 
[4]. CORDIC algorithm is used in various applications 
that includescalculators, mathematical coprocessor units, 
clock recovery circuits, waveform generators.

There are two different modes of CORDIC algorithm as 
rotation and vector mode. In the rotation mode, CORDIC 
is used for converting a vector from polar form to rectan-
gular form and vector mode makes the reverse operation.
The objective of this paper is to design, analyze and com-
pare how an FPGA based unrolled CORDIC performs 
when multiplexers are used instead of shifters and adders 
with and without pipelining [5] [6] [7] [8].

BASICS OF CORDIC ALGORITHM:

The CORDIC algorithm is one of the iterative method 
toperform vector rotations for arbitrary angles using shifts 
and adds. Planar rotation for any vector A of (Xj, Yj) can 
be defined in matrix form as:

With a small rearrangement, the stepwise rotation is per-
formed by

 
The angle parameter for each step will be

II.RELATED WORK:

In the FPGA design, some special functions often need 
to be implemented, such as using FPGA to achieve some 
digital signal processing algorithms. If the algorithm uses 
a non-common (beyond) algebraic functions, we can 
use Taylor series to approximate this function, then the 
problem is simplified into a series of multiplication an-
daddition operations, but the program is complex and the 
consumption of resources is so huge that it is almost not 
feasible [1]. 
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A more effective method is based on the coordinate ro-
tation digital computation(Coordinate Rotational Digital 
Computing, CORDIC)[2]. CORDIC is presented by the 
J. D. Volder in 1959 and first used in navigation systems, 
making the vector rotation and the directional computing 
not need to do checking list of trigonometric functions, 
multiplication, square root and inverse trigonometric 
functions and other complex operations [3]. The basic 
idea of the algorithm is through a series of the continued 
deflection angle, fixed and associated with base number 
of calculate, to approximate the required rotation. 

Because of its basic operation unit being only shift and 
add and subtract, which laid a good foundation for the 
CORDIC algorithm combines with the rapid develop-
ment of ultra large scale integrated circuit(Very Large 
Scale Integrated circuits, VLSI)technology. A significant 
reduction in FPGA resources makes these algorithms eas-
ier to be achieved in hardware, and thus meet the require-
ments of designer [4] [5]. People pay more attention to its 
advantages, and it is widely used in computing real-time 
signal processing of high quality requirements, image 
processing and so on.

III.IMPLEMENTATION:

For the shift-adds implementation of constant multiplica-
tions, an easy methodology, usually called digit primarily 
based secret writing, ab initio defines the constants in bi-
nary. Then, for every “1” within the binary illustration of 
the constant, consistent with its bit position, it shifts the 
variable and adds up the shifted variables to get the result. 
As a straightforward example, think about the constant 
multiplications 29x and 43x. Their decompositions in bi-
nary are listed as follows:  

which requires six addition operations as illustrated

 
However, the digit-based secret writing technique doesn’t 
exploit the sharing of common partial product, that per-
mits nice reductions within the range of operations and, 
consequently, in space and power dissipation of the MCM 
style at the gate level. Hence, the elemental optimisation 
drawback, known as the MCM drawback, is outlined as 
finding the minimum range of addition and subtraction 
operations that implement the constant multiplications. 
Note that, in bit-parallel style of constant multiplications, 
shifts is accomplished victimisation solely wires in hard-
ware while not representing any space value. The algo-
rithms designed for the MCM drawback is classified in 
2 classes: common subexpression elimination (CSE) al-
gorithms [7]–[9] and graph-based (GB) techniques [10]–
[12]. The CSE algorithms at the start extract all attainable 
subexpressions from the representations of the constants 
once they ar outlined beneath binary, canonical signed 
digit (CSD) [7], or stripped signed digit (MSD) [8]. 

Then, they notice the “best” subexpression, usually the 
foremost common, to be shared among the constant mul-
tiplications. The GB ways aren’t restricted to any explicit 
range illustration and think about a larger variety of other 
implementations of a continuing, yielding higher solutions 
than the international intelligence agency algorithms, as 
shown in [11] and [12].Returning to our example in Fig. 
2, the precise international intelligence agency algorith-
mic program of [9] provides an answer with four opera-
tions by finding the foremost common partial product 3x 
= (11)binx and 5x = (101)binx once constants area unit 
outlined beneath binary, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). On the 
opposite hand, the precise GB algorithmic program [12] 
finds an answer with the minimum variety of operations 
by sharing the common partial product 7x in each mul-
tiplications, as shown in Fig. 2(c). Note that the partial 
product 7x = (111)binxcan not be extracted from the
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binary illustration of 43x within the precise international 
intelligence agency algorithmic program [9].However, of 
these algorithms assume that the input file x is processed 
in parallel. On the opposite hand, in digit-serial arithme-
tic, the info words area unit divided into digit sets, consist-
ing of d bits, that area unit processed one at a time [13]. 
Since digit serial operators occupy less space and area 
unit freelance of the info word length, digit-serial archi-
tectures supply different low quality styles in comparison 
to bit-parallel architectures. However, the shifts need the 
utilization of D flip-flops, as hostile the bit-parallel MCM 
style wherever they’re free in terms of hardware. Hence, 
the high-level algorithms ought to take under consider-
ation the sharing of shift operations similarly because the 
sharing of addition/subtraction operations in digit-serial 
MCM style. what is more, finding the minimum variety 
of operations realizing AN MCM operation doesn’t in-
variably yield AN MCM style with best space at the gate 
level [14]. 

Hence, the high-level algorithms ought to contemplate 
the implementation value of every digit-serial operation 
at the gate level.Since there area unit still instances that 
the precise international intelligence agency algorithmic 
program cannot handle, we tend to describe the approxi-
mate GB algorithmic program [16] that iteratively finds 
the “best” partial product that results in the best space in 
digit-serial MCM style at the gate level. This paper con-
jointly introduces a {computer-aided style|CAD|softwar
e|softwaresystem|softwarepackage|package} (CAD) tool 
referred to as SAFIR that generates the hardware de-
scriptions of digit-serial MCM operations and FIR filters 
supported a design design and implements these circuits 
employing a business logic synthesis tool. In SAFIR, the 
digit-serial constant multiplications will be enforced be-
neath the shiftadds design, and can also be designed vic-
timisation generic digitserial constant multipliers.

Design Flow:

Numerical Examples
constant =29 (11101)
constant =43(101011)
input =5
theoretical
29*5=145
43*5=215
shift and add:
(11101)*5=
5<<4  +  5<<3 + 5<<2 + 5
=> 80 + 40 + 20 + 5
=> 145
(101011)*5
5<<5 + 5<<3 + 5<<1 + 5
=>160+40+10+5
=>215

Partial Product Sharing

IV.RESULTS
Constant Rotator  Result

 

Area
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binary illustration of 43x within the precise international 
intelligence agency algorithmic program [9].However, of 
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CONCLUSION:

It was shown that the conclusion of digit-serial FIR fil-
ters beneath the shift-adds design yields vital space re-
duction in comparison to the filter styles whose number 
blocks square measure enforced mistreatment digit-serial 
constant multipliers. it’s discovered that a designer will 
notice the circuit that matches best in AN application by 
dynamic  the digit size.
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